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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

COVID-19 injections have been presented as the only solution to stop the pandemic. Mass

vaccination has occurred on an unprecedented scale, and as of October 2021, 6.54 billion doses

of COVID-19 jabs have been administered, equating to 47.6% of the world population having

received at least one dose.

The mass injection effort, however, has failed to stop the pandemic, and a study published in the

European Journal of Epidemiology has released bombshell data showing that increases in COVID-

19 are unrelated to levels of vaccination in 68 countries worldwide and 2,947 counties in the U.S.

Data Show Jabs Aren't Working as Promised

The oWcial COVID narrative continues to blame the ongoing pandemic on the unvaccinated, even

as data show that areas with high vaccination rates, like Israel, continue to have signiYcant

COVID-19 spread. As noted by S. V. Subramanian, from the Harvard Center for Population and

Development Studies and a colleague in the European Journal of Epidemiology:

"Vaccines currently are the primary mitigation strategy to combat COVID-19 around the

world. For instance, the narrative related to the ongoing surge of new cases in the United

States (US) is argued to be driven by areas with low vaccination rates.

A similar narrative also has been observed in countries, such as Germany and the United

Kingdom. At the same time, Israel that was hailed for its swift and high rates of

vaccination has also seen a substantial resurgence in COVID-19 cases."

Using data from Our World in Data for cross-country analysis, and the White House COVID-19

Team data for U.S. counties, the researchers investigated the relationship between new COVID-19

cases and the percentage of the population that had been fully vaccinated. Sixty-eight countries

were included, among which they found "no discernable relationship between percentage of

population fully vaccinated and new COVID-19 cases in the last seven days."

Not only did vaccination not decrease the number of new COVID-19 cases, but it was associated

with a slight increase in them. According to the study, "[T]he trend line suggests a marginally

positive association such that countries with higher percentage of population fully vaccinated

have higher COVID-19 cases per 1 million people."

Highly Vaxxed Countries With Higher COVID-19 Cases

If there were any doubt for the need to seriously question the worldwide mass injection campaign,

this should put it to rest: Iceland and Portugal, both of which have more than 75% of their

populations fully vaccinated, have more COVID-19 cases per 1 million people than Vietnam and

South Africa, which have only about 10% of their population fully vaccinated.

Israel is another example. With more than 60% of its population fully vaccinated, it had the highest

number of COVID-19 cases per 1 million people in the last seven days.  The data from US counties

were similar, with new COVID-19 cases per 100,000 people "largely similar" regardless of the

percentage of the population fully vaccinated.

"There also appears to be no signiYcant signaling of COVID-19 cases decreasing with higher

percentages of population fully vaccinated," they wrote.  Notably, out of the Yve U.S. counties with

the highest vaccination rates — ranging from 84.3% to 99.9% fully vaccinated — four of them were

on the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's "high transmission" list. Meanwhile,

26.3% of the 57 counties with "low transmission" have low vaccination rates of under 20%.

The study even accounted for a one-month lag time that could occur among the fully vaccinated,

since it's said that it takes two weeks after the Ynal dose for "full immunity" to occur. Still, "no

discernable association between COVID-19 cases and levels of fully vaccinated" was observed.

Key Reasons Why Reliance on Jabs Should Be Re-examined

The study summed up several reasons why the "sole reliance on vaccination as a primary strategy

to mitigate COVID-19" should be re-evaluated. For starters, the jab's effectiveness is waning. A

report from Israel's Ministry of Health showed that PYzer-BioNTech's injection was only 39%

effective in preventing COVID-19 infection,  which is "substantially lower than the trial eWcacy of

96%."

"A substantial decline in immunity from mRNA vaccines six months post immunization has also

been reported," the researchers noted, adding that even severe hospitalization and death from

COVID-19, which the jabs claim to offer protection against, have increased from 0.01 to 9% and 0

to 15.1%, respectively, among the fully vaccinated from January 2021 to May 2021.  If the jabs

work as advertised, why haven't these rates continued to rise instead of fall?

"It is also emerging," the researchers noted, "that immunity derived from the PYzer-BioNTech

vaccine may not be as strong as immunity acquired through recovery from the COVID-19 virus."

For instance, a retrospective observational study published August 25, 2021, revealed that natural

immunity is superior to immunity from COVID-19 jabs, with researchers stating, "This study

demonstrated that natural immunity confers longer lasting and stronger protection against

infection, symptomatic disease and hospitalization caused by the Delta variant of SARS-CoV-2,

compared to the BNT162b2 two-dose vaccine-induced immunity."

The fact is, while breakthrough cases continue among those who have gotten COVID-19

injections, it's extremely rare to get reinfected by COVID-19 after you've already had the disease

and recovered. How rare? Researchers from Ireland conducted a systematic review including

615,777 people who had recovered from COVID-19, with a maximum duration of follow-up of more

than 10 months.

"Reinfection was an uncommon event," they noted, "… with no study reporting an increase in the

risk of reinfection over time." The absolute reinfection rate ranged from 0% to 1.1%, while the

median reinfection rate was just 0.27%.

Another study revealed similarly reassuring results. It followed 43,044 SARS-CoV-2 antibody-

positive people for up to 35 weeks, and only 0.7% were reinfected. When genome sequencing was

applied to estimate population-level risk of reinfection, the risk was estimated at 0.1%.

There was no indication of waning immunity over seven months of follow-up — unlike with the

COVID-19 injection — with the researchers concluding, "Reinfection is rare. Natural infection

appears to elicit strong protection against reinfection with an eWcacy >90% for at least seven

months."

All Risk for No Reward?

The purpose of informed consent is to give people all of the data related to a medical procedure

so they can make an educated decision before consenting. In the case of COVID-19 injections,

such data initially weren't available, given their emergency authorization, and as concerning side

effects became apparent, attempts to share them publicly were silenced.

In August 2021, a large study from Israel  revealed that the PYzer COVID-19 mRNA jab is

associated with a threefold increased risk of myocarditis,  leading to the condition at a rate of 1

to 5 events per 100,000 persons.  Other elevated risks were also identiYed following the COVID-

19 jab, including lymphadenopathy (swollen lymph nodes), appendicitis and herpes zoster

infection.

Dr. Peter McCullough, an internist, cardiologist and epidemiologist, is among those who have

warned that COVID-19 injections are not only failing but putting lives at risk.  According to

McCullough, by January 22, 2021, there had been 186 deaths reported to the Vaccine Adverse

Event Reporting System (VAERS) database following COVID-19 injection — more than enough to

reach the mortality signal of concern to stop the program.

"With a program this size, anything over 150 deaths would be an alarm signal," he said. The U.S.

"hit 186 deaths with only 27 million Americans jabbed." McCullough believes if the proper safety

boards had been in place, the COVID-19 jab program would have been shut down in February 2021

based on safety and risk of death.

Now, with data showing no difference in rates of COVID-19 cases among the vaxxed and

unvaxxed, it appears more and more likely that the injections have a high level of risk with very

little reward, especially among certain populations, like youth. Due to the risk of myocarditis,

Britain's Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunization (JCVI) recommended against COVID-

9 injections for healthy 12- to 15-year-olds.

Is Mass Vaccination Driving Variants?

Along with serious questions over effectiveness are alarming claims that the jabs are enhancing

COVID-19 infectivity and driving mutations that are leading to variants. When four common

mutations were introduced to the delta variant, PYzer's mRNA injection enhanced its infectivity,

causing it to become resistant.

A delta variant with three mutations has already emerged,  which suggests it's only a matter of

time before a fourth mutation develops, at which point complete resistance to PYzer's jab may be

imminent.

Meanwhile, it's well known that if you put a living organism like bacteria or viruses under pressure,

via antibiotics, antibodies or chemotherapeutics, for example, but don't kill them off completely,

you can inadvertently encourage their mutation into more virulent strains. Those that escape your

immune system end up surviving and selecting mutations to ensure their further survival.

Many have warned about immune escape due to the pressure being placed upon the COVID-19

virus during mass vaccination,  and another study — this one based on a mathematical model,

found that a worst-case scenario can develop when a large percentage of a population is

vaccinated but viral transmission remains high — much as it is now. This represents the prime

scenario for the development of resistant mutant strains.

At this point, with COVID-19 injection failures becoming impossible to ignore, serious injection-

related health risks are becoming apparent and, now, no differences in new COVID-19 cases

among areas with high vaccination rates, it's time to publicly acknowledge that the injections

aren't the answer. As the European of Journal of Epidemiology researchers noted:

"Stigmatizing populations can do more harm than good. Importantly, other non-

pharmacological prevention efforts (e.g., the importance of basic public health hygiene

with regards to maintaining safe distance or handwashing, promoting better frequent and

cheaper forms of testing) needs to be renewed in order to strike the balance of learning to

live with COVID-19 in the same manner we continue to live a 100 years later with various

seasonal alterations of the 1918 InOuenza virus."

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

3,422 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Those who take vaccines are losing around 5 percent of their immune function each week, according to oWcial data released by the UK
government. That means people are sinking toward zero immunity in about 20 weeks. The plummeting immune response among vaccine
victims means deaths from cancer, and common infections like winter colds and the Cu, will skyrocket over the next six months. To make
matters worse, nurses and hospital workers with natural immunity are being Yred from their jobs right now for refusing to receive protein
injections. This is causing severe staff shortages in some areas (like New York), and we are not into Cu season yet.

WHAT IS COMING IS A WORLDWIDE WAVE OF MASSIVE DEATHS FROM CANCER AND COMMON INFECTIONS. AND IT WILL OVERWHELM
HOSPITALS IN EARLY 2022. www.brighteon.com/d77aa6dd-2fee-4df9-8dc3-1467d30ebaea  (Oct 18, 2021) A study in Israel, a
well-vaccinated country, found that natural immunity against infection was superior to the protection offered by currently available
vaccines.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/previous-covid-infection-provides-more-immun..  (2021). Among healthcare workers who experience
above-average exposure to COVID-19, there is no risk of reinfection after natural immunity develops. "None of the 1,359 previously infected
subjects who remained unvaccinated had a COVID-19 infection for the duration of the study." www.medrxiv.org/.../2021.06.01.21258176v2
 (2021)
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After reading the articles on this website for over six months, I have come to the same conclusion as you about the tsunami of
deaths on the horizon.  Good time to own a funeral home.
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If you take a look at these videos, it turns out that different batches contain different things even from the same manufacturers
(even in VAERS, you can observe that "only" certain batches are deadly fast). In order to maintain plausible deniability, various
batches are carefully distributed in order to avoid the embarrassment of too many people dying at the same time in the same
location. The lucky ones receive saline solution. The next "step up" is graphene oxide. After that, it crap shoot. Those, racing towards
an early grave are playing Russian roulette with their lives. In fact, some components in one batch activate the poisonous
components in another. Either way, with all the "boosters," sooner or later, luck will run out for the merry volunteers for euthanasia.
What’s in the lethal injections? www.bitchute.com/.../Q5jbLp9OhGvG  ~
welovetrump.com/2021/10/13/watch-dr-franc-zalewski-discovers-tentacled..  ~ www.bitchute.com/.../45rx8vafSfWS
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Astonished, it sure does look this way doesn't it. The oWcial narrative is "The Vaccine," when in fact there are multiple potions with
who knows what else is going to appear from any one of them, let alone, mixing them up. What one can see is way to disturbing
already.
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Hi Astonished. Dr. Jane Ruby says: "When graphene sheets enter your system and when they begin to penetrate your cells, which
have a lipid nanoparticle that pushes them into your cells, they generate oxidative stress ..." It literally destroys everything there is.
inside the cell. It explodes the mitochondria. She creates a situation where the body is in a Yre truck with 10 alarms and
inCammation, cytokines, chemokines. This incredibly violent… inCammatory storm comes in and has a particular aWnity to create
acute inCammation of the lungs, it creates an inCammatory storm in heart tissue and brain tissue.

There are scientists and doctors who do not agree with the results of the Spanish study. In a video it is said that a vial will be taken to
the justice for conYrmation of it. More information in the links:
www.globalresearch.ca/video-graphene-oxide-a-toxic-substance-in-the-vi..  (July 17, 2021) ~
www.globalresearch.ca/actual-contents-inside-pYzer-vials-exposed/5749..  (July 7, 2021) ~
www.globalresearch.ca/graphene-oxide-detection-aqueous-suspension/5749..  (July 8, 2021) ~
www.globalresearch.ca/selected-articles-graphene-oxide-actual-contents..  (July 8, 2021)
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Guillermou: Graphene chips were Yrst used in 2014 and they were 10 thousand times faster than silicon (no wonder the monsters
can use supercomputers against us with advanced processors/chips that emulate the Heisenberg variable). Such the chips are
sometimes in the injections, and they are too large to pass all the way (they also seem to become magnetic under 5G): they clog up
capillaries and lymph nodes, which causes the blood to coagulate and once bloods cells start dying for lack of oxygen, there is a
huge number of pathological outcomes. And that is only the beginning of the genocide...
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Brighteon is not a reliable source. Conspiracy theory galore and more... No reputable science here. Doesn't take a Ph.D to see that.
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CAUGHT - Boston Bombing SCRIPTED ACTOR turns out to be CNN's favorite so-called Covid 'Expert' Dr. Leana Wen
www.naturalnews.com/2021-10-17-boston-bombing-actor-turns-out-to-be-cn..   Celeste Solum
www.bitchute.com/search/?query=celeste%20solum&kind=video&sort..  Situation Updates
www.brighteon.com/new-search?query=hrr&page=1&uploaded=week
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Jacknife25 = Sock Puppet www.researchgate.net/publication/258239757_A_sock_puppet_detection_alg..  - Joined On 8/17/2021
11:57:18 PM “Brighteon is not a reliable source. Conspiracy theory galore and more... No reputable science here. Doesn't take a Ph.D
to see that.”  www.brighteon.com/new-search?query=hrr&page=1&uploaded=week  ~
www.brighteon.com/new-search?query=hrr&page=1&uploaded=month  ~ www.brighteon.com/.../hrreport  Decide for yourself
www.bitchute.com/.../w1cTlodI13jL  ~ www.bitchute.com/search/?query=celeste%20solum&kind=video&sort..
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FYI - A cap full of 3% H2O2 [hydrogen peroxide] straight from the bottle undiluted in ears bubbling down the Eustachian tube for a
couple min. works wonders if done early at the Yrst throat scratchiness... prolly 'cause someone was going cheap on the D3 in the
Yrst place. Along with 500,000 IU loading dose D3... some Lugol's squirted on a couple of apple slices... for an almost instantaneous
"cure"... so how do you like them apples Big Pharma?

News To Use: Flu and Cold Remedy - posted: Feb. 21, 2017. Curing the Common Cold/Flu With Hydrogen Peroxide. I have used this
treatment several times and I can tell you it works if you start the treatment early enough. In 1928 Richard Simmons, M.D.
hypothesized that colds and Cu virus enter through the ear canal. His Yndings were dismissed by the medical community. According
to Dr. Simmons, contrary to what you may think or have been taught about how you catch the Cu or the cold, there is only one way
that you can catch them, and that’s via the ear canal – not through the eyes or nose or mouth as most have believed. Keeping your
Yngers out of your ears will greatly reduce your chances of catching them, but then again these viruses are microscopic and can be
air-born and may land on or even in your ear.

Once they have entered the inner-ear (middle-ear) there they begin their breeding process, and from there they have access to every
avenue throughout our body to travel to and to infect and make us sick. In 1938 German researchers had great success using
hydrogen peroxide in dealing with colds and the Cu. Their data has been ignored (maybe suppressed) for over 60 years. For many
years people in the know have been attacking the inCuenza virus and common cold where they begin their breeding process (and not
where they have already have spread to) and that’s the inner-ear (middle). It IS important to begin treatment as soon as symptoms
appear. This works. drpmandich.com/.../1089-news-to-use-Cu-and-cold-remedy
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Graphene and hypodermic injections are the covert selective weapons [like the transpocalypse media/political agenda] of mass
destruction in this cull/war on the wilfully ignorant and unfortunately the uninformed with little access to information. It's just ranch
management. I check Bitchute:  www.bitchute.com/search/?query=graphene&kind=video&sort=new    daily for new graphene vids
and I've saved tons of graphene white papers since May. There are always new ways to "graphenate" the population without just
using the injections. Nasal sprays will become popular in future too. Avoid the poisons, avoid the traps [both kinds]. Intranasal
graphene inCuenza vaccine enhances immune response and offers broad protection, researchers Ynd...

medicalxpress.com/news/2021-05-intranasal-inCuenza-vaccine-immune-res..   ~
medicalxpress.com/news/2021-07-case-intranasal-covid-vaccines.html  ~
www.aa.com.tr/en/economy/turkey-developing-intranasal-covid-19-vaccine..  ~
www.graphene-info.com/graphene-oxide-gives-boost-new-intranasal-Cu-va..  ~
pandemic.news/2021-04-14-covid19-nasal-swabs-increase-meningitis-risk...  ~
egi.fakeologist.com/2019/04/14/transpocalypto-mainstream-corporate-and..  ~ humansarefree.com/.../transgender-agenda  ~
www.youtube.com/watch  ~ www.youtube.com/watch  ~ www.youtube.com/watch  ~  www.youtube.com/watch  ~
www.youtube.com/.../UCP0KtsTybqH1HG_Ewyg_Q2Q  ~ www.brighteon.com/.../transhawkdown
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GRAPHENE HATES GARLIC - LOL www.bitchute.com/.../HZvs0inh6Acm  ~
www.bitchute.com/search/?query=graphene&kind=video&sort=new  Graphene Brain Interface Mind Control Promo
www.bitchute.com/.../wEmyRE7M24pe
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Claudia Stauber Predicted/Warned of Covid Pandemic In Sept 2019 Warned Of Global Tyranny - and Mandatory Forced Toxic
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COVID-19 Unrelated to Jab in 68 Countries, 2,947 US Counties
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

Increases in COVID-19 are unrelated to levels of vaccination in 68 countries worldwide

and 2,947 counties in the U.S.

*

Not only did vaccination not decrease the number of new COVID-19 cases, but it was

associated with a slight increase in them, such that countries with a higher percentage

of population fully vaccinated have higher COVID-19 cases per 1 million people

*

Iceland and Portugal, both of which have more than 75% of their populations fully

vaccinated, have more COVID-19 cases per 1 million people than Vietnam and South

Africa, which have only about 10% of their population fully vaccinated

*

The study summed up several reasons why the “sole reliance on vaccination as a primary strategy to mitigate COVID-19” should be re-

evaluated, including that PYzer-BioNTech’s injection was only 39% effective in preventing COVID-19 infection and natural immunity is superior

to immunity from COVID-19 jabs

*
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Claudia Stauber Predicted/Warned of Covid Pandemic In Sept 2019 Warned Of Global Tyranny - and Mandatory Forced Toxic
Vaccines - Claudia Stauber - Cabin Talk - Youtube www.brighteon.com/2c5b2738-96ff-46ec-82ee-a2bb64bad5b2  The next
pandemic is just around the corner! • 323,980 views • Sep 20, 2019 www.youtube.com/watch  I didn’t predict the future, I merely paid
attention.  Claudia Stauber - Cabin Talk • 8,009 views • Oct 21, 2021
www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLL075ZtHLQRBSsr-KWbG3JIGe3TjhIqyk  ~ www.youtube.com/.../videos  ~
www.youtube.com/.../community   <  [scroll down her YT community page... humane Claudia Stauber humans are the salt of the
earth]
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mjpotts
Joined On 7/26/2021 12:43:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's oWcial, Fauci is a lyin turd. The little bootlicker needs  to spend his remaining days in a 6x10 worrying about his next shower experience.
www.breitbart.com/politics/2021/10/20/nih-contradicts-fauci-admits-fun..  You people reading need to call your GOP Congressman and
Senators and pressure them to get serious about kicking this midget shill of a man to the curb. Don't waste your time if your Rep or Sen is
of the jackass persuasion.
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Lizschneider53
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:24:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm sure MOST here have done this !! I know I have!  Don't assume if you are not sure!
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And voting only legitimizes these crooks!  So be sure to vote.
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cin304
Joined On 3/12/2014 3:00:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's bothersome that you are still calling it a Pandemic. This may be true but that means the Cu season has been a Pandemic every year
since who knows when. They like it that you are feeding in to their game plan. Find another word. Using pandemic just feeds fear into
people.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

was never a pandemic...was a plandemic
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RichardNoakes
Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Covid Crusher: Mix one heaped teaspoon of Iodine table or sea salt in a mug of warm water, cup a hand and sniff or snort the entire mugful
up your nose, spitting out anything which comes down into your mouth. If sore, then you have a virus, so continue morning noon and night,
or more often if you want, until the soreness goes away (2-3 minutes) then blow out your nose and Cush away, washing your hands
afterwards, until when you do this simple cure, you don't have any soreness at all, when you Cush - job done. Also swallow a couple of
mouthfuls of salt water and if you have burning in your lungs, salt killing virus and pneumonia there too.

Gargling, using saline solution or tablets is a waste of time, because they deal with Covid in the body and not the virus in the head, where it
is at its most vulnerable - how silly such an easy thing to destroy, is left to become the bio-weapon which kills you. I have been doing this
for over 27 years and not one person has died from this simple cure, or been injured from it from those I have been able to pass it on too,
myself included.

The Iodine in the salt kills Coronavirus or the Flu, in the nasal passages of the head and Cushes out the escutcheon tubes to the ears, the
brain stem and the brain bulb, so no long Covid either - dead Coronavirus = no Covid in the body ever and the salt water provides a
protection over the surfaces where Coronavirus and the Flu like to breed - pour a bit of solution on a Cat surface and see how it dries - what
viruses hate, because it murders them, kills them dead.

Irrespective of if you have been vaccinated or not, do this simple, free cure and avoid further booster shots if you can - or better yet, don't
get vaccinated at all - the vaccines kill, one way or another and horribly too, sooner or later and then we get around to those Nanobots and
other things in the vaccines (shudder). -Richard
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A cap full of 3% H2O2 [hydrogen peroxide] straight from the bottle undiluted in ears bubbling down the Eustachian tube for a couple
min. works wonders if done early at the Yrst throat scratchiness... prolly 'cause someone was going cheap on the D3 in the Yrst
place. Along with 500,000 IU loading dose D3... some Lugol's squirted on a couple of apple slices... for an almost instantaneous
"cure"... so how do you like them apples Big Pharma?

News To Use: Flu and Cold Remedy - posted: Feb. 21, 2017 - Curing the Common Cold/Flu With Hydrogen Peroxide. I have used this
treatment several times and I can tell you it works if you start the treatment early enough. In 1928 Richard Simmons, M.D.
hypothesized that colds and Cu virus enter through the ear canal. His Yndings were dismissed by the medical community. According
to Dr. Simmons, contrary to what you may think or have been taught about how you catch the Cu or the cold, there is only one way
that you can catch them, and that’s via the ear canal – not through the eyes or nose or mouth as most have believed. Keeping your
Yngers out of your ears will greatly reduce your chances of catching them, but then again these viruses are microscopic and can be
air-born and may land on or even in your ear.

Once they have entered the inner-ear (middle-ear) there they begin their breeding process, and from there they have access to every
avenue throughout our body to travel to and to infect and make us sick. In 1938 German researchers had great success using
hydrogen peroxide in dealing with colds and the Cu. Their data has been ignored (maybe suppressed) for over 60 years. For many
years people in the know have been attacking the inCuenza virus and common cold where they begin their breeding process (and not
where they have already have spread to) and that’s the inner-ear (middle). It IS important to begin treatment as soon as symptoms
appear. This works. drpmandich.com/.../1089-news-to-use-Cu-and-cold-remedy
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All talk, waiting for a miracle that something or someone will save you? Doctors, lawsuits, and demonstrations will not save you. Chances
are the Vietnam War was ended by those who refused to submit. The numbers grew embarrassingly high, including celebrities like Ali. Only
FULL non-compliance can save America now: Abandon the manipulators' terminology. It is not a "mask," but a harmful submission device, a
muzzle. It is not a "test," but a poisonous, dangerous, humiliating intervention that trains people into compliance and steals your DNA. It is
not a "vaccine," but a lethal injection or a Kill Shot. And refuse all three, all the time, no matter what.
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Burnthemask
Joined On 1/27/2021 10:14:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent points, Astonished ... the only thing I might add is that "cases" are not actually cases at all, but are merely positive PCR
"tests," almost all of which have been proven to be falsely positive when ran at the recommended number of cycles.   The article
mentions "cases" 15 times ... as such, the other numbers given are complete Yction, by deYnition.  Thanks for reminding folks to
RESIST!
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM
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Burnthemask: We have nothing to lose and this is our only LAST chance... There isn't going to be another...
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nep7624
Joined On 2/22/2018 6:34:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Iceland and Portugal, both of which have more than 75% of their populations fully vaccinated, have more COVID-19 cases per 1 million
people than Vietnam and South Africa, which have only about 10% of their population fully vaccinated"  The fact that Iceland's people
consume about the highest amounts of omega 3 is probably the reason they have had only 33 deaths out of 12775 cases.  That's a death
rate percent of .25  In the US it's a death rate of 1.6%.  We have over 6 times their death rate.  I just ordered more of Dr. Mercola's krill oil.  I
also consume the correct amount of omega 6s, and they are not oxidized.  It would be great if everyone would be doing that. It would make
a great difference.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM
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Remember after the Neocon's 9/11, the color coded threat warnings accompanied by spooky music?  20 years later the same incessant
beat of covid cases/deaths?  The wealth of the people was extorted to fund fake wars, then again to fatten Pharma with more trillions?  
Only after years of spin and coverups does reality set in, after the horror of these crimes are buried and the egomaniac perpetrators
enriched, after the racketeers have purchased legal immunity. After older generations and history are replaced.

Today we face shortages and inCated prices plunging the public into poverty.  Lies, disinformation, division and confusion reign to the
delight of the vermin and media tools who have assumed power.  Of course deaths "spiked" along with mass vaxxxing as with Sackler's
opioid gambit...How many died over the years? Many self-euthanizing over the conditions created by our corrupt leaders. Free trade was a
most treasonous move, males were emasculated, guns and free speech faced political correctness, the public made dependent and weak
on slave-foods, drug doctors controlled medicine and the media created such cognitive dissonance that nobody knew what the hell was
going on. We have been plunged into medieval dark ages where feudal corporate dukes align to insure their wealth as the public is robbed,
cowed and decimated by doctor-priests and their purple plague.  How long can this absurd theatre go on?  Probably a lot longer.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Randall, the globalist elites are provoking with all the means at their disposal to spread disinformation with an essential
purpose, the "vaccines" as a vehicle that is consequent to the renunciation of our freedom and our rights for fear of a virus that is
part of a plandemic designed at event 201 and enhanced at the Davos meetings.

It started with patriot law and now we are shaping the defeat of the American empire based on freedom. The new generation will be
the cradle of this loss of freedom. Schools have now become social engineering sites. Forcing children to wear masks and
constantly keeping them at a distance in class and on school grounds is deeply dehumanizing and will have a damaging effect on
children's mental development. It is not the way we grew up, and we cannot allow new generations to grow up without the same
freedoms that we enjoy.

End the Covid Fraud and Global Genocide Now !. People are experiencing serious adverse reactions after receiving the covid jab, or
are dying. Many more will die in the coming months and years. The covid fraud is causing a global genocide. This needs to end now.
Crimes being committed or supported by governments, government advisory groups, members of the World Economic Forum, the
mainstream media, social media platforms and other agencies in positions of authority. In the link:
thewhiterose.uk/freedom/uploads/2021/06/Stop-the-Covid-Fraud-and-Globa..
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Edicts, guidelines and mandates are not even laws!  They are the whims of treasonous politicians and their bureac-rats....They have
obviously wrecked the country, the economy and killed millions...and no actual physician can object in the mainstream to pharma's
humongous extortion racket. It boggles the mind and created legions of completely complicit and boggled.  They have exhausted
every propagandist ploy and now many just say NO!
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM
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The myth of infections is based on the assumption of bacterial/"viral" transmission. If that were true, doctors and nurses surely wouldn’t
survive in an epidemic/pandemic; in fact, not even at hospital wards for infectious diseases. Viral transmission has never been proven and
bacteria, normally, should not kill healthy people, unless there is an environmental change (most often, it is traveling to a place with bugs
for which one's immune system hasn't been prepared) or there is an overwhelming number of them (e.g., gut Cora eliminated by antibiotics
or chemo, so the Yrst batch of new bacteria can be critical). The latest huge change was the 5G installations. It looks quite likely that the
myth of viral infection can be explained that the participating patients have been exposed to the same environmental poisoning. In the case
of CV, it is the 5G installations.
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why are only relative risk values, which are so misleading to the general public, always used, even in articles by Dr Mercola?  The reason
why the propagandists use them is obvious, but why Dr Mercola uses them is much less obvious.  Surely it would be better to quote both
sets of Ygures (The relative and the absolute) to further highlight the deceptions used against us.
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Lizschneider53
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I agree!!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Dr. Mercola has cited in several reports the absolute risk: Vaccines have many risks, they are promoting new strains of coronavirus
and their absolute risk is negligible. Dr. Michael Yeadon said there is "clear evidence of fraud" in the PYzer study that claims to be
95% effective in its COVID-19 "vaccine". Yeadon was commenting on an article in The Lancet and criticizing a documentary that
analyzed a PYzer eWcacy study, calling the distinction there between relative risk reduction and absolute risk reduction "accurate."
As reported by Dr. Mercola:

“However, RRR should be seen against the background risk of being infected and becoming ill with COVID-19, which varies between
populations and over time. Although the RRR considers only participants who could beneYt from the vaccine, the absolute risk
reduction (ARR), which is the difference between attack rates with and without a vaccine, considers the whole population. ARRs tend
to be ignored because they give a much less impressive effect size than RRRs: 1·3% for the AstraZeneca–Oxford, 1·2% for the
Moderna–NIH, 1·2% for the J&J, 0·93% for the Gamaleya, and 0·84% for the PYzer–BioNTech vaccines.”
americasfrontlinedoctors.org/2/frontlinenews/former-pYzer-vp-clear-ev..  (September 30, 2021)
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Hotsocks
Joined On 7/9/2021 11:48:48 AM
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A Pathologist recently did 40 Autopsies on Fully Vacinated people who died from Covid. He concluded 13 or 14 deYnitely  died from the
Vaccine. That comes out to 200,000 deaths Countrywide were from the Vaccine. Everything is clear why 80 million people ARENT GETTING
THE SHOT. YOU GOT THAT BIDEN? You've gone Rogue and have lied to America. This country has had it with your BULL.HIT. Your pushing
the people to PROTECT THEIR CHILDREN FROM YOUR AGENDA.
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BicycleBoy
Joined On 6/26/2007 12:32:23 AM
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These are Covid 19 Natural Immunity questions for Dr. Joseph Mercola: If you are vaccinated and get a breakout infection, do you now have
natural immunity?  Does the vaccine interfere with your body's ability to generate natural immunity? If you are not vaccinated and take the
FLCCC / Mercola preventive protocol and still get infected, do you now have natural immunity?  Does the antiviral and immunity
strengthening protocol prevent your immune system from developing its natural immunity.
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Joined On 6/21/2013 12:26:09 AM
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As stated by many above, even intelligent people are ignoring the obvious facts that the jabs don't work. Our neighborhood (an over-65
community) recently had a mini outbreak of 16 or so cases and all but one were vaccinated. I have 4 in-laws (over 65) who were vaccinated
and recently had COVID.  They ALL said, "Well at least it wasn't as bad as it could have been," except the one person who died.  Most of
them had it much worse that I did in September 2020 when I treated it with Quercetin and zinc.
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I have also noticed that vaccinated people are are the ones indicating they have been infected.  Some are celebs.  Even though there
are many more vaxxed individuals getting infected, very few according to main stream media, are making it to the hospital. Very few
unvaxxed are indicating they have been infected (unless it is identiYable) and then the outcome is dependent on their general health
and early treatment.  According to main stream media these are the patients Ylling up the ICUs.  If this is true (hard to believe) it is
because the medical care providers are not getting all to use early treatment.  Of course the medical community is now talking of
early treatment, excluding IVM & HQ, now that the expensive stuff is coming available.

Another factor that makes the reported stats. not easy to understand for me is the percent of unvaxxed at 25%.  My observation of
people I know puts it more like 10% of adults.  Look at the low numbers (1 to 2%) of work force being laid off due to not being
vaccinated.  These numbers might be somewhat low due to being vaccinated to keep a job but no where near 25%. We are all looking
at mainstream stats which are obviously deceptive to prove their point.  This does not give one a feeling of conYdence and the
realization that you are being forced to follow their mission.
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Joined On 1/6/2011 7:34:41 AM
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FDA is asking for public comments on the vaccine for kids.  Please everyone post www.regulations.gov/.../FDA-2021-N-1088-0001  THANK
YOU from the kids!
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Joined On 7/26/2007 6:24:19 PM
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I was listening to a podcast of committed sheeples and came to the conclusion we don't stand a chance to get out of this.  These are young
educated and dedicated individuals that are completley devoid of critical thinking skills.   I  suspect the difference between absolute and
relative statistics escapes tbem.  The scarier part was the seaech for reasons for reality doesn't conform to preconceived ideas. I  am
watching a beautiful sunrise over a lake in northern Canada and planning my winter escape to Mexico and thinking neither my children or
grandchildren will likely enjoy the same life and i feel dispear for them and the next generations.
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Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM
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Thank you Dr. Mercola and the greater Mercola community for your courage and dedication to the health of the individual and truth. Life is
duality.  Good vs. evil.  Light vs. Darkness.   Hot vs. Cold.   The battle we are in: a Pseudo-reality as created by The Powers That Be (TPTB)
vs. The reality of “common sense”.     Example:  Dr. Fauci Reality – “Jab” only solution.  “Common Sense Reality” early treatment saves
lives.  "Astonished"  -  referenced the Vietnam War.  The “Common Sense Reality” came into being with the “revolt of the combat troops”
and the “Fragging” of oWcers.  Fragging – roll a fragmentation grenade under an oWcer's bed.  Allegedly, the oWcers’ came to fear their
own combat troops more than the Vietnamese Yghting them.  War over. www.vietnamfulldisclosure.org/soldiers-revolt-ended-vietnam-war  
TPTB need to fear the people.  The people’s greatest weapon, uniting and standing together for TRUTH and COMMON SENSE.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/21/2021 8:58:52 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My impression is the every veteran learns within the Yrst three months of deployment that they are being used and, after that, they
hate the guts of the monsters. Still, thank you for the story; I was too young at the time to learn about it... The question is, how can
we save the vaxxed? Those, who received the "real thing," are probably unsalvageable. The rest might still want to pay attention...
Those who don't, join the merry group of those requesting euthanasia...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/21/2021 1:35:26 PM
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zsizsa
Joined On 10/12/2010 5:07:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone have any true info regarding Romania and their CV situation? Heard through MSM that supposedly their infection and death
rates up due to not getting the jab.  Just wondered if anyone knows. Thank you!
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Mollybug
Joined On 12/16/2012 9:19:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I work at a skilled nursing faciity as a therapist. We have had like 66 out of 73 patient test positive for Covid, about 8 deaths,  and nearly all
the staff positive. Most all vaccinated, except a few of us. I just tested positive, no vax but asymptomatic.  So that vaccine isn't doing much
good there.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/21/2021 12:25:00 PM
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Burnthemask
Joined On 1/27/2021 10:14:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Molly ... thanks for posting your experience.  I assume the "tests" were done using PCR.  Unless we know how many cycles were
ran, we have no idea how many were actually positive.  If we can get the number of cycles to be reported with each test (Florida has
taken the lead on this), then we have a chance of exposing The Great Test Fraud, which is fueling the "pandemic".   And the "vaccine"
is not meant to be "doing much good" ... it's meant to generate proYt.  Kudos for resisting the jab!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/21/2021 7:32:45 PM
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"...it's well known that if you put a living organism like bacteria or viruses under pressure, via antibiotics, antibodies or chemotherapeutics,
for example, but don't kill them off completely, you can inadvertently encourage their mutation into more virulent strains...and another study
— this one based on a mathematical model, found that a worst-case scenario can develop when a large percentage of a population is
vaccinated but viral transmission remains high — much as it is now. A report from Israel's Ministry of Health showed that PYzer-BioNTech's
injection was only 39% effective in preventing COVID-19 infection. This represents the prime scenario for the development of resistant
mutant strains…"
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How long will these mongers simply keep getting away scot free with no accountability.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/21/2021 8:26:51 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't see anything slowing them down - so far!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/21/2021 12:25:17 PM
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Data Show Jabs Aren't Working as Promised" I guess not, if the PYzer jab is now reported with an eWcacy rate of 47% in comparison with
it's original promise of 94%.  As one who realized this was all BS from day one, it makes me laugh watching this charade of events unfold.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It never ceases to amaze me how the Covid industrial complex couldn't get enough Covid stats., but now with covid jab deaths, they are in
complete denial. What irony.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/21/2021 7:53:24 AM
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Jacknife25
Joined On 8/17/2021 11:57:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is conveniently omitted here is the fact that hospitalizations and deaths have a strong negative correlation to vaccination rates. That
is, countries that have higher vaccination rates have lower COVID hospitalization and death. So it doesn't matter how many cases there are
if you are vaccinated because you are protected. The vaccines are achieving their primary goal to decrease hospitalizations and deaths.
Decreasing infections is a secondary goal. It would be nice, but nit necessary as long as people are not getting deathly sick or dying. The
vaccines were not designed for sterilizing immunity. You could Ynd the same data for vitamin D and COVID cases.
www.kff.org/policy-watch/covid-19-deaths-among-older-adults-during-the..  ~ systems.jhu.edu/.../covid-19-vaccine
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